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1. Objective
This document aims to present the methodology for building a DECODE ontology useful
to support the DECODE goals, especially in relation to smart contracts i) for checking
compliance in the personal data protection domain; ii) for managing the data sovereignty;
iii) for the creation of data commons. A little proof-of-concept is presented in this
deliverable. It is not an objective of this work to build a DECODE ontology that needs, by
definition, at least one year of analysis, modelling, representation, evaluation, validation
and refinement. The main aim is to provide a methodology for building DECODE ontology,
to evaluate pros and cons concerning technical solutions, to provide some examples
integrated with the scenario of DECODE.
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2. Ontology for DECODE
Including ontology in DECODE project produces the following benefits:
1.
improve the creation of a common vocabulary in the community focused on a
given domain. Especially in the public administration.
2.
support the NLP layer for correctly detecting the labels in the text useful for the
rule modelling;
3.
produce a preliminary checking compliance of the rules using description logic
reasoning;
4.
provide a good tool for enhancing the query the data;
5.
connect the output of the smart contract with the ontology concept and so to
provide more information;
6.
make more explainable the smart contract according to the Guide Lines of the
High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence;
7.
use ontology for modifying unexpected situations using oracles (e.g.,
modification of a norm parameter).
In general, it is fundamental in the legal domain to adopt legal ontology for classifying
concepts (VAN KRALINGEN 1997, HOEKSTRA), to define functions of the legal system
using relationships (VALENTE 1994), for capture the judiciary system case-law reasoning
(CASELLAS 2011, Roussey 2011). In general, it is fundamental to have ontology in legal
domain in order to modelling the different kind of legal data that can intervein in the smart
contract. See the picture below that attempts a first taxonomy of the different kind of legal
data by functions.

Figure 1 - An example ontology for categorizing legal data; Source: Margaret Hagan
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3. Scenarios to Address
3.1 Petition
Situation: We are in 2025. The Municipality of Orion set up a digital petition concerning
the geographic area where to build the new airport. Only the adults, citizenships and living
in proximity of the selected geo-area are eligible to vote the petition. Using zenroom
technologies the application asks to verify the following pre-requirements in the credential
layer:
Physical person with the right to vote in a given time;
Citizen of Orion in a given time;
Living in given area in a given time (neighbourhood).
The petition is valid if the voting people reaches the quorum of 2/3 of people with the right
to vote according to the regulation of the Municipality Orion. If the petition is valid then we
must count the votes. The petition is passed using the simple majority. The result could
be positive, negative.
In this narrative of the use-case we can identify several actors, definitions, conditions that
can affect a smart contract:
•
What is the definition of physical person?
•
What is the definition of right to vote?
•
How to check the correct geographic conditions?
•
How to manage the concept of quorum when it evolves over the time?
•
How to manage the results of the petition?
Those questions depend to the legal system and to the domain.
If those parameters are part intrinsically part of a smart contract (also intending a set of
smart contract each other connected in pipeline) how to manage the evolution of those
concepts over the time, space, jurisdiction, legal system?
The main idea is to use ontology connected with an abstract framework of smart contracts
where parameters come from RDF assertions, managed by a knowledge graph. In the
following case the general rules included in the smart contract could be integrated by the
ontology that can customize the general rules with the specific rules coming from the
jurisdiction. In case, of voting rules we can includes specific requirements according to
the situation and the member state. E.g. If we are voting for the school services, also the
minors could vote but only if the rights that permits this expression of vote are sufficiently
strong.
For this reason, a query could be made to the legal ontology for collecting customized
further rules according to the situation and the eGov service, like in the example below.
General Smart contract rules for voting

Customization after the query to the legal
ontology
concerning
the
specific
requirements about the given situation and
jurisdiction

PhysicalPerson(?p) ∧

PhysicalPerson(?p) ∧

hasAge(?p, ?a) ∧

hasAge(?p,?a) ∧

hasRightToVote(?p,?r) ∧

hasRightToVote(?p,?r) ∧
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City(?c) ∧

City(?c) ∧

hasCitizen(?c, ?p,) ∧

hasCitizen(?c, ?p) ∧

Neighborhood (?n) ∧

Neighborhood (?n) ∧

hasInhabitant(?n, ?p,) ∧

hasInhabitant(?n, ?p) ∧

swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?a, ?ar)
→

Situation(?s) ∧

canVote(?p, ?n)

hasAgeReq (?s, ?ar) ∧
hasJurisdiction(?s, ?j) ∧
hasRightReq(?s, ?rq) ∧
swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?a, ?ar)
swrlb:matches(?r, ?rq)
→
canVote(?p, ?s)

3.2 Smart city IoT data licenses
Two sensors in the smart city YYY have to use API of open data portal in order to reuse
data. Each dataset has a license hopefully belonging to Creative Commons, available
online with the legal valid text and serialized in RDF using CC RDF metadata1. The Smart
Contract aims to execute the Data Agreement between the two sensors. Before to start
an API check if the dataset has the compatible licenses and this module passes to the
smart contract the information about the permissions allowed.
The API module tests the ccREL assertion in RDF or in RDFa in the HTML text and pass
to the Smart Contract the common vocabulary of creative commons. In the following
example we have:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:cc="http://creativecommons.org/ns#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/">
<cc:requires rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Notice"/>
<cc:requires
rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/>

1 https://creativecommons.org/ns http://www.w3.org/Submission/ccREL/

https://github.com/tdwg/rdf/blob/master/LicenseProperties.md
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<cc:permits
rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Distribution"/>
<cc:permits
rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Reproduction"/>
<cc:permits
rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#DerivativeWorks"/>
<cc:jurisdiction rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Spain"/>
</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>
But what is happening if the dataset applies a different license? How to harmonize the
plenty of licenses used in open data? We need a common vocabulary and a mapping
mechanism in order to provide to the smart contract a unique terminology to use.
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4. State of the art
4.1 Smart Contract Ontology
Several studies already implemented the ontology inside of the smart contract but in order
to standardize the steps inside of the transaction, the consensus algorithms, the
repository. Ethereum and Ontology Smart Contract or smart contract template (DiMatteo
2019) already implemented some interesting results. Those ontologies are focused to
describe the internal mechanism of the smart contract in order to support interoperability
between different smart contracts developed in different platform or in different
languages. Those ontologies are complementary respect the legal ontologies that are
focused on the legal concept of the domain regulated by the smart contract.
EthOn ontology is Ethereum ontology for modelling the messaging in harmonized and
standardized manner in order to have the same semantic in all the steps of the automatic
transaction.

Figure 1 -EthOn Ontology.

Ontology Smart Contract is an ontology for modelling the transaction steps.
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Smart Contract template, based on Ricardian contract method, provides a way to link
standardised agreements to standardised code increasing the semantic richness. In
(CLACK 2018) the authors stressed the point on the ambiguity and complexity of the legal
norms, regulated by deontic operators. For this reason, the semantic of those concepts
and their modelization in formal manner is extremely important in order to avoid
misinterpretation.

Figure 2 – Greeg model for increasing semantic

4.2 Other initiatives of standardization
Several groups in the standardization bodies are working on the standard for blockchain
and smart contract (e.g., ISO, OASIS, CEN). In this perspective the definition of a
common vocabulary, taxonomy and ontology is a part of their work.

Figure 3 - Various organizations have started devoting effort to standardise blockchains and DLT (from GRAMOLI 2018)

We should add the recent (2019) open standard “Ethereum OASIS Open Project” that
aims to create high-quality specifications that facilitate Ethereum’s longevity,
interoperability, and ease of integration. https://github.com/ethereum/oasis-open-project.
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5.

Pros and Cons Analysis

The main idea is the following:

Figure 4 – Workflow of the legal knowledge modelling for a safe smart contract.

The legal text is transformed in machine-readable format enriched by legal ontology, then
it is modelled in logic rules. After a checking compliance they are validated, and they
could be converted in safe smart contract (Palmirani, Governatori 2018). Otherwise the
risk is that the terminology used in the smart contract does not correspond to the legal
concepts expressed in the legal text, and that the smart contract is not consistent with the
legal rules based on deontic operators.

5.1 Advantages
We have different advantages to use legal ontology combined with the smart contracts
scenario:
1.
In case of modifications of the normative regulation, or of the application in
different country (e.g., new municipality) or scenario (e.g., different geo-area)
the smart contracts could be easily adapted using the connected local ontology
and the knowledge graph, like a database, but more flexible and extensible.
2.
Secondly, to use a common ontology permits to harmonize predicates and
concepts especially in the IoT scenario, where different companies should
cooperate each others through blockchain.
3.
To have a robust ontology framework permits to communicate with the
semantic web techniques (e.g., knowledge graphs).

5.2 Disadvantages
We have some disadvantages:
H2020–ICT-2016-1
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1.
2.

3.

4.

Legal ontology are really legal system dependent and language dependant. For
this reason we will propose a meta-ontology.
To refine and populate an ontology in each different context is very hard. For
this reason we provide a method for customizing the ontology to each concrete
situation.
The ontology is an open word technology. Everything not described is
considered unknown. The risk is to introduce a mechanism of inference that is
less rigorous (approximate) respect the smart contract ecosystem. For this
reason, we limited the ontology to objective assertions, simple Tbox and Abox,
RDF serialization and knowledge graph technology.
To create Oracle/API from smart contract can produce a security breach or in
any case the security should be reinforced.

6. Resulted expected
The results expected by the adoption of an ontology in the DECODE are the following:
1.
to provide an ontology methodology in order to define a DECODE ontology
to support the smart contracts application. The ontology should improve the
flexibility and the customization of the smart contracts in situation where the
parameters depends to external variables depending, often, to normative
regulation.
2.
to provide a little proof-of-concept with an example of integration between a
fragment of ontology in zenroom with the contribution of Dyne.
3.
to have a mechanism inside of the DECODE ontology for providing
explanation of the data used in the smart contract process (explicability) in
order to support transparency in the communication with the end-user
according to the GDPR principles.

7. Methodology for building Legal Ontology
We have different level of ontologies according to the goal that the modeller of data
requires. We have also different methodology to proceed: top-down coming from
theoretical modelization of the reality; botton-up from the language, society, fact; mixed
of the two.
We can use the ontology for different purposes, and it is fundamental to understand the
macro-goal in order to chose the correct methodology:
1.

Improve the searchability of the online sources using RDF assertions.

http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf isWrittenBy
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig;
http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf hasTitle "Code v2";
http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf hasFormat "PDF";
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http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf hasLicense
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/.

We can ask: «give me the license of the source titled “Code v2”.» but we don’t know
nothing about the nature of the resource Code V2. It could be a journal paper or a book
or simply a web page.
2.

Improve the searchability of the online sources using concept relationships. We
use RDFs or OWL for deducting new information about the connections
between concepts:

http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf is_a
http://purl.org/dc/terms/BibliographicResource2;
http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf
http://purl.org/dc/terms/FileFormat;

is_a

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig is_a
http://purl.org/dc/terms/Agent;
http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf dc:issued "2006-01-01".

We now can ask more abstract query using classes: «give me all the book in digital format
from “Lessig” as agent, issued in 2006».
3.

Infer new information using OWL relationships.

http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf
http://purl.org/dc/terms/BibliographicResource3;

is_a

http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf
http://purl.org/dc/terms/FileFormat;

is_a

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig
http://purl.org/dc/terms/Agent;

is_a

http://codev2.cc/download+remix/Lessig-Codev2.pdf dc:issued "2006-01-01";
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig playsRole "Professor"
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig teaches "HarvardUniversity"
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig hasCourse "ICT Law"

We now can ask complex query: «give me all the courses that Lessig had in the period
<t1-t2>»

2

https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/

3

https://www.dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/dcmi-terms/
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4.

Support reasoning using sophisticated axioms included in the OWL or
preparing the work for logic reasoning or other logic programming application,
including smart contract.

H2020–ICT-2016-1
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7.1 Level of knowledge modelling for legal sources
7.1.1 Foundational ontology
This class of ontology is so called upper ontology and the goal is model the fundamental
classes of the reality using a philosophical top-down approach. Some very famous Upper
ontology are Basic Formal Ontology (BFO4) and (DOLCE5). The role of those ontologies
is to check if the modelization of the low-level concept is well done in order to avoid
mistakes. It is typical the mistake between date and event: a date is an attribute of an
event; in case an event could continue in interval of time. Another typical mistake is to
confuse agent and role plaid by the agent. Those ontologies help the quality check of the
concrete ontology.

7.1.2 Core ontology
The core ontologies are specific ontology by domain (e.g., mathematic, chemical, legal
domain) where some general concept are defined. In Legal domain we have several good
core ontologies. One of the most popular is LKIF ontology, used also by The National
Archives of UK. Another very specific core ontology regards Deontic aspects of the norms
(rights, permission, penalties, etc.). ODRL (Steyskal 2014) provides predicates and
classes for managing obligations, permission, prohibitions, but several parts of the
deontic logic are missing (e.g., right and penalty classes). LegalRuleML (Athan 2013,
2015) aims to provide also an ontology about those deontic aspects, and PrOnto
developed a module for enriching the relationships between deontic operators for better
modelling norms.

7.1.3 Domain ontology
The domain ontologies are specific for one branch of a domain. In legal domain we find
GoodRelations (Distinto 2015) for eCommerce, PrOnto ontology for the privacy (Palmirani
2018, 2019), IRPOnto for the IPR domain.

7.1.4 Lexicon Ontology
For managing linguistic portion of the text like part-of-speech we need lexicon ontologies
capable to detect verbs, syntagma, and part of the grammar.
Controlled vocabularies, thesauri and lexical databases are some examples of linguistic
ontologies. They express the terminology concerning a domain of interest by organizing
terms according to few semantic relations (e.g. hierarchical and associative ones).
EUROC6 and IATE7 are some examples of linguistic ontologies released by the European
Union to semantically structure the terminology of documents issued by EU institutions
and bodies. However, these resources do not clarify the distinction between legal
concepts and their instances.

4

https://basic-formal-ontology.org/

5

http://WWW.LOA.ISTC.CNR.IT/OLD/PAPERS/DOLCE-EKAW.PDF

6

https://publications.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/th-dataset/-/resource/dataset/eurovoc

7

https://iate.europa.eu/
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By contrast, the legal domain requires the modelling of legal core concepts, capable to
overcome the vagueness of legal jargon that makes the meaning of legal terms subject
to interpretation (Breuker 2006, 2007; Casellas 2011; Casanovas 2016)Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata.. Thus, the modelling of legal core ontologies is a
complex task involving knowledge grounded on legal theory, legal doctrine and legal
sociology.
Several models have been proposed as natural language interfaces to fill the gap
between the high-level ontological concepts and their low-level, context-dependent
lexicalisations (McCrae 2011, Leone 2019).
In particular, interesting works about SKOS-XL8 and OntoLex are included in this version
of PrOnto for combining ontology and linguistic literal forms, in support to NLP and search
engine.
Lemon framework9 is one of the most mature model for modelling lexicon ontology.
:right a ontolex:LexicalEntry ;
ontolex:sense :right_n_sense_1, :right_a_sense_2 ;
ontolex:canonicalForm :right_n_form ;
ontolex:otherForm :rights_n_form .
: right_n_form a ontolex:Form ;
ontolex:writtenRep "right"@en, "diritto"@it ;
lexinfo:number lexinfo:singular .
: rights_n_form a ontolex:Form ;
ontolex:writtenRep "rights"@en, "diritti"@it;
lexinfo:number lexinfo:plural .
:right _n_sense_1 a ontolex:LexicalSense ;
ontolex:isLexicalizedSenseOf :air_n_sense_1_lc .
lexicog:restrictedTo :air_n_formRes .
:right_a_sense_2 a ontolex:LexicalSense ;
ontolex:isLexicalizedSenseOf :air_a_sense_2_lc ;
:right_n_formRes a lexicog:FormRestriction ;
lexinfo:number lexinfo:plural .
:right_n_sense_1_lc
skos:definition
actions, or (not) to be
perform certain actions

a ontolex:LexicalConcept ;
"Rights are entitlements (not) to perform certain
in certain states; or entitlements that others (not)
or (not) be in certain states."@en .

:right_a_sense_2_lc a ontolex:LexicalConcept ;
skos:definition "just, fair, correct "@en .

8

https://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/skos-xl.html

9

https://jogracia.github.io/ontolex-lexicog/
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7.1.5 Thesauri
Legal ontology needs to meet the text especially if you have different linguistic variants
coming from different context (e.g., legal tradition, language, business logic scenarios).
We can use SKOS for creating a common terminology and relationships between terms.
The use of SKOS can be enough for creating a linguistic controlled vocabulary tracking
also all the possible variants.
PrOnto:Controller rdf:type owl:Class;
rdfs:subClassOf PrOnto:Role;
rdfs:subClassOf skos:Concept.
PrOnto:DataController rdf:type PrOnto:Controller;
skosxl:prefLabel PrOnto:controller_1;
skosxl:altLabel
PrOnto:altController_1,PrOnto:altController_2,
PrOnto:altController_3, PrOnto:altController_4;
PrOnto:controller_1 rdf:type skosxl:Label;
skosxl:literalForm "controller"@en;
dct: created "2018-05-28"^^xsd:date;
dct: modified "2019-09-15"^^xsd:date.
PrOnto:altcontroller_1 rdf:type skosxl:Label;
skosxl:literalForm "data controller"@en.
PrOnto:altcontroller_2 rdf:type skosxl:Label;
skosxl:literalForm "company data controller"@en.
PrOnto:altController_3 rdf:type skosxl:Label;
skosxl:literalForm "company that is responsible for your information"@en.
PrOnto:altController_4 rdf:type skosxl:Label;
skosxl:literalForm "person responsible for processing"@en.

7.2 MeLOn (Methodology for building Legal Ontology)
The methodology is based on MeLOn (Methodology for building Legal Ontology) method.
It is a button-up method with a foundational checking with the foundational ontologies
(e.g., Dolce, OBL):
1.
Describe the goal of the ontology (storytelling)
2.
Evaluation indicators and parameters/indicators to evaluate the ontology
3.
State of the art survey and other existing domain vocabularies
4.
List all the relevant terminology and produce a glossary
5.
Use tables to model the knowledge-base of the legal domain (excel)
6.
Transform the tables in UML model using the Graffo tool
7.
Transform the UML into OWL/XML serialization
8.
Test the output under the technical and legal point of view (SPARQL queries on
individuals)
9.
Refine and optimize OWL by ontologist experts
10.
Evaluate the ontology using the OntoClean method and goto 2)
11.
Publish the document with the LODE tool and github
H2020–ICT-2016-1
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12.
Collect feedbacks from the community and validation.
MeLOn is explicitly designed for legal ontologies and the related difficulties encountered
by the legal operators during the definition of a model of reality through ontological
techniques, such as Protégé, or patterns design method or the foundational approach.
The MeLOn methodology evaluation indicators. PrOnto’s criteria, based on the existing
state of the art, are [6]: (i) coherence, (ii) completeness, (iii) efficiency, (iv) effectiveness,
(v) usability, (vi) agreement. The MeLOn methodology allows to successfully work within
interdisciplinary group that include engineers, lawyers, linguists, logicians and
ontologists, and to model the legal knowledge rapidly and accurately while integrating the
contributions of different disciplines. See also (Bandeira 2016) for other evaluation
parameters.

8. Legal Ontology for DECODE
Inside of Decode we want to see how the legal ontology can support the smart contract
modelling. We suggest this architecture, in case with also the possibility to have
API/Oracle for collecting more information like in the approach (Liu 2019).

Figure 5 – Architecture for supporting smart contract in legal domain.

We need inputs from the text of legal norms, case-law, contracts, legal sources in general in order to extract the
knowledge. From this level we extract knowledge using NLP and ML tools. Then we use those information mapped
with already existing legal lexicon (e.g., Eurovoc) in order to favour the correct semantic assignment to the legal
terms including multiple meaning (polysemy) and the hyponymy/hypernymy hierarchy (e.g., person is an hyperonym
of child, right to be forgotten is a hypernym of the general class right). Then we can map the concept with a domain
ontology (e.g., PrOnto) in order to discovery other relationship (e.g., controller and data subject relationships). This
dialogue with the ontological level permits also to integrate the smart contract generally designed (e.g., template)
with specific requirements according to the given situation (e.g., service of eGov, jurisdiction). Finally, we can use
legal reasoning representation for checking the robustness of the rules before to transform them in smart contract
(Baqa 2019).
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9. Legal Ontology Building Blocks
The step number three of MeLOn methodology investigates the state of the art in order
to reuse as much as possible the existing ontology patterns. The ontology design patterns
is a methodology (Hitzler 2016).
ALLOT: this ontology implements the Akoma Ntoso Top Level Classes (TLCs) as a formal
OWL 2 DL and allows to connect the data and document classes with the FRBR ontology
(Barabucci et al., 2010).
FRBR: FRBR is an ontology that implements the FRBR model (IFLA Study Group on the
Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, 1996). In particular we can re-use a
subset of FRBR called FaBiO ontology is the optimization of FRBR ontology for modelling
rights
and
metadata
of
physical
and
digital
objects:
https://sparontologies.github.io/fabio/current/fabio.html

Figure 6 – FaBiO ontology.

LKIF Core: Action.owl is an ontology that represents actions in general, i.e., processes
that are performed by an agent. We use in particular lkif:Agent to model lkif:Organization
and lkif:Person (Breuker et al., 2007).
LKIF Core: Role.owl is an ontology to describe typologies of roles (epistemic roles,
functions, person roles, organisation roles). We use in particular lkif:Role (Breuker et al.,
2007).
The Publishing Workflow Ontology (PWO) is a simple ontology written in OWL 2 DL
for the characterization of the main stages in the workflow associated with the publication
of a document (e.g., being written, under review, XML capture, page design, publication
on the Web). We reuse the workflow pattern to model the different types of processing of
personal data (Gangemi et al., 2017).
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Time-indexed Value in Context (TVC) is an ontology pattern that allows to describe
scenarios in which someone (e.g., a person) has a value (e.g., a particular role) during a
particular time and for a particular context. We use this portion of ontology to connect the
event with value, context and time parameters (Peroni et al., 2017).
Time Interval (TI) is an ontology design pattern that enables the description of periods of
time that are characterised by a starting date and an ending date. We use this ontology
to manage the time interval (Peroni et al., 2017).
GeoNames is an ontology about the 11 million geonames toponyms, now with a unique
URL and corresponding RDF web service. Other services describe the relation between
toponyms like neighbours, nearby, children. The Ontology for GeoNames is available in
OWL : http://www.geonames.org/ontology/ontology_v3.1.rdf.
LegalRuleML metadata model for the legal rules (Athan et al., 2013, 2015).
GoodRelations ontology of eCommerce http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
(Distinto 2015).
RPaM
Ontology
https://github.com/everis-rpam/RPaM-Ontology/wiki/OntologyDevelopment-Report
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/release/rpam-ontology/110
The RPaM (Representation of Powers and Mandates) Ontology is mainly based on the
EU Directives, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the Regulation on
electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market
(eIDAS), and other EU legal framework related to the scope of the project. In RPaM are
re-used all the ISA2 Core Vocabularies (e.g. Core Person Vocabulary, Core Public
Service Vocabulary, other). RPaM is particular useful for defining powers and delegation
chain between institutions (e.g., the son is delegated to manage the mother health record,
the Authority is delegated by the Ministry to manage some action). Additionally there is a
common vocabulary concerning the event of the life for citizens (person life events) and
for companies (business life events).
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Figure 7 – RpaM ontology macro schema.

10. Legal Ontology about IPR and Commons
There are many legal ontologies for modelling Intellectual property rights: IPROnto,
MPEG-21 Rights Data Dictionary and Rights Expression Languages, Creative Commons
metamodel. Several tools (http://licentia.inria.fr/) provide also instruments for managing
the checking compliance between different licenses.
The creative commons metamodel produces three levels of instruments: official legal text,
icons for a short and effective communication, RDF triples with the information machinereadable. A similar model we can use for the smart contract.
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Figure 8 – Three level modelling of the legal knowledge: official legal license, icons, RDF.

Figure 9 – Creative commons ontology.

We have analysed legal domain ontologies concerning IPR in order to see how this layer
can help the DECODE goals. However, in DECODE there is a strong concept of
commonification (BROUMAS 2019) governance of dataset as digital commons. In several
deliverables (D1.9 Licensing of digital commons including personal data; D2.4 Data
driven disruptive commons-based models; D1.8 Legal Framework for digital commons
DECODE OS Legal Guidelines) there are the conceptualization of the digital commons.
For this reason, we have modelled a very draft ontology of those concepts because never
exist in the state of the art.
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Figure 10 – COnto Commons Ontology.

The modelization of the commons ontology includes five main blocks:
• FRBR for modelling data and documents in their lifecycle (work, expression,
manifestation, item);
• Agent that has some rights (lrlm:Right) and makes some action (e.g., create);
• Commons is a sub-class of FRBR in each step of the lifecycle, but it also could
be a pool of other commons. Commons have two main legal properties:
nonrevality and nonexcludability.
• Commons has values: economic, social, communal.
• Commons are self-governed by the Civil Society, but preserved by a Public body
and reused by all.
• Commons have license, have legal rights.
• Legal person can monetize the commons.

11. Legal Ontology about Data Protection and
Privacy
There are a lot of legal ontology concerning the data protection and privacy domain.
UsablePrivacy and PrivOnto (Palmirani 2013, 2015) are ontologies oriented to provide
linguistic tools in order to define glossary and taxonomy for the privacy domain, basically
starting from the bottom-up annotation of the privacy policies (crowdsourcing annotation).
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GDPRtEXT (PANDIT 2018) lists concepts present in the GDPR text without really entering
the modelling of the norms and the legal axioms (e.g., the actions performed by the
processor, the obligations of the controller and the rights of the data subject). GDPRov
aims to describe the provenance of the consent and data lifecycle in the light of the Linked
Open Data principles such as Fairness and Trust. GConsent is an ontology for modelling
the consent action, statement and actors. The SPECIAL Project10 develops tools for
checking compliance in privacy domain.
Finally, it is particular interest the common vocabulary “DPVCG GDPR”
http://www.w3.org/ns/dpv-gdpr

12. Integration of Legal Ontology methodology
in Zenroom
The Zenroom architecture presented in the D3.10 is the following:

Figure 11 - Zenroom Architecture

Actually we have three phases of possible integration between Zenroom and the legal
ontologies:
1. Design of the smart contracts in order to make them compliant with the rules of the
ontology (e.g., concept of citizenship, quorum, etc.). This is a meta-data model of
the concept involved in the smart contracts creating smart contracts templates. We
use the ontology Tbox for modelling IPR, PRIVACY, etc. legal concepts.
2. Instantiation of the real facts/data coming from the populated ontology into the
smart contracts templates in order to materialize a concrete instance of the smart

10

https://www.specialprivacy.eu/
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contracts. We use facts and Abox coming from RDF assertions to populate the
smart contracts.
3. Implementation of smart contracts pipeline: we use the ontology Tbox for
implementing the explanation principle.

1.

Figure 12 – General framework for DECODE ontology.

This picture shows the use of the ontology and of the common vocabulary in the DECODE
perspective.
The metamodel legal ontology (TBox axioms) helps the design step of the smart contract
general for a specific situation, but not customized. The ontology permits to easily
customize the generic smart contract with peculiar requirements. The RDF triples provide
real data for the instantiation of the smart contract during the real execution. The common
vocabulary and the legal ontology relationships can explain the output of the execution
for implementing the right to explain and the right of know (art. 22, recital 71 of GPDR,
High-Level Expert Group on AI guidelines)
However the legal ontology is not enough for modelling legal norms. Exceptions are
frequently used in public administration scenario (eGov) and in the regulation. Moreover,
the smart contracts are written in different languages, for different platform, following
different methodology and method of execution. For this reason a legal ontology can help
to harmonize the usage of the same legal concepts and to improve the legal rule
modelling.

13. Example
Suppose to have a term of use for “Massager kids by XXX” and you want to model it in
order to produce a smart contract that in case of deletion of the account it is automatically
deleted all the cloud computing
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“Messenger Kids by xxx is a children’s messaging and video calling app that helps your
children communicate with family and friends in a fun, controlled environment. This
privacy policy explains what information we collect from your child when they use
Messenger Kids and how we use and share that information.”
The rule to automatize is:
If you delete your child’s account, (then) we must delete their Messenger Kids
information.
PrOnto:Child rdf:type owl:Class;
rdfs:subClassOf PrOnto:Role;
rdfs:subClassOf skos:Concept.
PrOnto:ChildGDPR rdf:type PrOnto:Child;
skosxl:prefLabel "child";
skosxl:altLabel "children", "kid", "kids"

Using PrOnto:Child class ontology we infer new knowledge:
PrOnto:Child is_a PrOnto:DataSubject
PrOnto:DataSubject hasRigh PrOnto:RightToErasure
PrOnto:RightToErasure generates PrOnto:ObligationToErase

Figure 13 – Fragment of the PrOnto ontology.

At the smart contract level we check the context conditions.
IF
AND
X is_a PrOnto:Person
X has Y yearsOld
X belongs to J
THEN
X playRoleOf PrOnto:Child
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And also the rules to delete.
IF
X PrOnto:deletes D
C is_a PrOnto:Controller
THEN
OBLIGATION
C PrOnto:deletes D

The PrOnto ontology provides the use of standard classes (PrOnto:Controller,
PrOnto:Child) and predicates (PrOnto:deletes). We can also recall the
relationships between controller and child in case we have further constraints modelled
inside of the ontology (e.g., parentships relationships) and using those information we
can reinforce the smart contract.
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